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1. Introduction and definitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet. Denote by A’ the set of all bi-infinite sequences of 
elements of A. Let us endow A with the discrete topology and A” with the product 
topology. Then A” is a compact space. The shift is the mapping u : A’+ A” defined 
by a((a,),,,r) = (an+,),,i_z. The shift is a homeomorphism of A”. A symbolic dvnami- 
cal system is a closed subset S of A” which is invariant under o. 
Let A* denote the set of all finite sequences (the “words”) of elements of A 
endowed with the usual concatenation product. A* is the free monoid generated 
by A. A subset L of A* is factorial if every factor of elements of L is an element 
of L: uu E L implies that u E L and u E L. L is extendible if every element of L is 
extendible: for every w E L, there exist a, b E A such that awb E L. 
If S is a subset of A”, for any s = (u,,),~=E S and for any pair of integers i< j, 
denote by s( i, j) the word a,~,,, . . a, of A*. A symbolic dynamical system S G AL 
is uniquely specified (cf. [7]) by the associated subset L(S) of A*: 
By definition, L(S) is factorial and extendible. 
If L is a factorial subset of A*, then it is the complement of an ideal of A*, i.e. 
L = A* - A*HA*. S c A” is a system of,finite type if L(S) is the complement of a 
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finitely generated ideal of A*: L(S) = A* -A* HA* with H a finite subset of A*. S 
is then defined by specifying a finite set H of forbidden words which do not occur 
anywhere as factors in words of L(S). 
S c A” is a so@ system [ 1 l] if L(S) IS a rational (see [8]) subset of A*. S is then 
defined by giving a finite automaton recognizing L(S). In particular, a system of 
finite type is a sofic system. A system S G An is transitiue if, for all U, v E L(S), there 
exists a ~1 E A* such that uwv E L(S). 
Let X be a subset of A*. Let us denote by X* the submonoid of A* generated 
by X, and by F(X*) the set of all words that are factors of words in X*. It is shown 
in [7] that, for every transitive sofic system SG A”, there exists a subset X of A* 
such that L(S) = F(X*). It is easy to verify that one can choose X a rational subset 
of A*. We say that S c A” is a jnitely generated sqjic system if there exists a jinite 
subset X of A* such that L(S) = F(X*). 
1.1. Example. Let A = {a, h, c} and let S G A’ be the sofic system defined by the 
rational set L(S) recognized by the finite automaton in Fig. 1. S is finitely generated. 
Indeed the set X = {a, b, bc} satisfies the condition L(S) = F( Xx). 
a,c 
Fig. I 
1.2. Example. Let A = {a, h, c} and let S G A” be the sofic system defined by the 
rational set L(S) recognized by the finite automaton in Fig. 2. S is not finitely 
generated. This can be proved by contradiction. Let X be a finite set such that 
F( X*) = L(S) and let k be the maximal length of words in X. Since a”, b” E L(S) 
for n > k, there exist integers p, q Y > 1 such that up, bY E X. One then derives that 
uPbY E X* G L(s), which contradicts the definition of L(S). 
c 
Fig. 2. 
Relationships between the combinatorial structure of a rational set X and the 
sofic system S generated by X (i.e., such that L(S) = F(X*)) have been investigated 
in recent papers (cf. [3, 5,6, 71). I n some cases the finiteness of X plays an important 
role. These problems also lead to interesting applications to coding theory (cf. 
[ 1,2,4,9, IO]) and are related to the conjugacy problem. Recall that two systems 
S G A” and S’s Bz are said to be conjugate if there exists an homeomorphism of 
S onto S’ commuting with the shifts. One of the main open problems of the theory 
is to decide whether two systems of finite type (or two sofic systems) are conjugate. 
Another question which is still unanswered is whether any transitive sofic system 
is conjugate to a finitely generated sofic system. This motivates the interest to study 
finitely generated sofic systems. 
In this paper we prove that it is decidable whether a transitive sofic system is 
finitely generated. This extends a theorem of [lo], where the same result is proved 
for systems of finite type. 
2. Results 
Given a transitive sofic system S G A”, a set X G A* is S-indecomposable (see 
[lo]) if X is the minimal generating set of X* and X* is a maximal submonoid of 
L(S), i.e. for any submonoid M c A*, X* G M G L(S) implies X” = M. 
Let S G A” be a transitive sofic system and let .cP = (A, Q, qO) be a finite determinis- 
tic automaton recognizing L(S). For any subset P of the set of states Q, the stabilizer 
of P is defined as follows: 
Stab(P)={uEA”]P.u&P}. 
It is easy to verify that Stab(P) is a submonoid of A* and that if qOE P, then 
Stab(P) c L(S). 
Given ~2 = (A, Q, qo) and P c Q, a finite automaton 4(P) recognizing Stab(P) 
can be constructed as follows. The set of states of 02(P) is the set 2’ of subsets of 
Q. If VE 2’ and a E A, the transition function V.a of &(P) is defined as follows: 
V.a = {q.a 1 q E V} if q.a is defined for all q E V; V.a is not defined otherwise. The 
initial state of .54(P) is P E 2’, and WE 2’ is a final state if W c_ P 
The proof of the following theorem in [lo] is here reported for completeness. 
2.1. Theorem. For any transitive sojic system S there exist a jinite number sf 
S-indecomposable sets. They are rational sets and can be efectively constructed. 
Proof. Let A = (A, Q, qo) be a finite deterministic automaton recognizing L(S). We 
prove that, for any S-indecomposable set X, there exists a set PG Q such that 
X* = Stab(P). Let us first prove that if M 5 L(S) is a submonoid of A*, then there 
exists a set P c_ Q such that M c_ Stab(P). Set P = {q = 4,). v 1 v E M}. For u E M, we 
have to prove that, for any q E P, q.u E P Indeed, q E P implies that there exists 
v E M such that q = qO. v. Then q.u = q,,.vu E P, since vu E M. In order to conclude 
the proof, remark that q,, belongs to P, so that Stab(P) G L(S). With M S-maximal, 
then M = Stab(P). 0 
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In order to prove the main result of the paper, we need the following lemma. 
2.2. Lemma. Let M be a$nite monoid, with card(M) = k. For any d = k’+ 2 elements 
m,,m,,..., md E M, there exist integers i, ,j (1 G i <j G d - 1) such that, ,for all n 2 0, 
m, . . . m,=m,. . m,(m,+, . . . m,)“, 
m ,+,...m,i= (m ,,, . m,)“m,+, . rn‘,. 
Proof. For any sequence m,, m,, . . . , md of elements of M, consider the following 
sequence of d - 1 = k’+ 1 elements of M x M: 
(ml, m,m, . . m,/ 1, (m,m,,m,...m,,), . . . . (m,m?... md ,.w,). 
Since card( M x M) = k’, there exist integers i, ,j (1 s i < j G d - 1) such that 
(m ,... m,,m,,, . ..m.,)=(m ,... m,,m,, ,... m,,). 
By this identity the thesis of the lemma is then easily derived. q 
2.3. Corollary. Let - be a congruence qf,finite index k defined on thefree monoid 
A”. An_v word z E A* of length d = k’+2 admits a .factorization z = uvw (v # 1) such 
that, ,for all n 3 0, 
Proof. Let 4 be the natural morphism from A* into the quotient monoid M = A*/-. 
If 2 = a,a2.. . ad, a, E A, it suffices to apply Lemma 2.2 to the sequence $(a,), 
4(a,L.. . , 4(ad). 0 
For any subset X of A* and for any natural n, let us denote by X,, the set of 
words of X whose length is less than or equal to n: X,, = {x E X /Ix/ s n}. If L is a 
subset of A*, denote by P(L) and S(L) the sets of prefixes and suffixes respectively 
of words of L. If - is a congruence in A*, we say that - is compatible with L (cf. 
[g]) if L is a union of classes of -. 
2.4. Lemma. Let X G A* he a rational set; let - be the smallest congruence compatible 
with X”, P(X*), S(X*); let k be the index of - and let d = k’+ 2. !f there exists a 
finite subset Y of X such that F( Y*) = F(X*), then F(X$) = F(X*). 
Proof. If T is a subset of A” and w a word of A”, an interpretation of w in words 
of T is a factorization w = qt, t, . . t,,p such that q E S( T), p t P( T), t, E T (1 s is n). 
We prove that if any sufficiently long word of F(X*) has an interpretation in words 
of Y, then it has an interpretation in words of X,,,. It suffices to prove this statement 
for any word z E F(X*) such that d divides Iz]. z is then of the form z = 2,~~. . z, 
with /z,l = d (1 s is r). We shall prove that there exists an interpretation of z in 
elements of X such that there is a “parsing line” inside any factor zi. The words z, 
satisfy the conditions of Corollary 2.3. Then, for any i (1 s i s r) and for any n 3 0, 
one has 
,I 
z, = u,v,w , 7 u, - li,v, ; wi- vyw,; z, - U,V:‘U’,. 
Choose n greater than the maximal length of words in Y, and consider the word 
z’= u,v;Iu’,u,v~wI.. U,v:‘M’,. 
z’ - z and, since - is compatible with F(X*), Z’E F(X*). By hypothesis, z’ admits 
an interpretation in elements of Y. By the choice of n, in this interpretation there 
is a “parsing line” inside any factor v:‘. There exist then, for any i (1 G i < r), words 
s,, t, and integers h(i), k(i) such that 
v, = s,t, ; h(i)+k(i)=npl; 
uJ$“‘S, E S( x*); t#+,v,+,“‘~+‘)w,+, t P(X”); 
I?(!) 
t,v, ~‘;U,, I v,+l 
h(!+ll, s,+, E xx. 
Since, for all i (1s i S r), 
A(J) 
u,v, - a, ; 
vll(i) U’ - U’ I I I 
and - is compatible with X”, P(X”), S(X”), it follows that 
UJ, E S( X”); t,w,u ,+,S,,,EX”; t,+,“,+,EP(X*). 
One can then conclude that z admits an interpretation such that there is a “parsing 
line” inside all factors z,. 0 
2.5. Corollary. Given a rational set X, it is decidable whether there exists a jinite 
subset Y qf X such that F( Y*) = F( X*). 
We are now able to state the main result of this paper. 
2.6. Theorem. It is decidable whether a transitive sqfic system is jinitel?j generated. 
Proof. Let S be a transitive sofic system and let 2 be a finite set such that 
F(Z*) = L(S). Then there exists an S-indecomposable set X such that Z* G X*. 
Since Z is finite, there exists a finite subset Y of X such that Z*C_ Y*. Since 
Z* G Y* G X” G L(S) and F(Z*) = L(S), it follows that F( Y*) = F(X*). Thus, if 
S is finitely generated, there exist an S-indecomposable set X and a finite subset 
Y of X such that F( Y*) = F( X*) = L(S). The proof of the theorem is then obtained 
as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.5. 0 
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